PLAN SET, LINE SET, PLAN SET with print

detachable front panels for panel radiators RADIK
Do you have a modern and stylish house or apartment but old or plain radiators there? You don’t want to replace or paint them new but you fancy a change? We have a solution for you. Panel radiators RADIK can be supplemented with a new front panel in PLAN or LINE version, either in the standard white RAL 9016 paint, in other colours from KORADO colour range, or optionally in other colours from RAL colour range.

SPECIFICATION

Front panels are suitable for the following models of RADIK radiators: KLASKIK, VK, VKU, VKL, VKM, VKM - L, VKM8, MM, COMBI VK, KLASKIK - R.

Front panels are available also in other colours from KORADO colour range with an extra charge 30 %, or optionally from RAL colour range with an extra charge 40 %. Front panels can also be printed with a picture according to your individual request.

Detachable front panels are easy to mount and dismount. They are fixed to the radiator with special magnets and clips.

Mounting is very easy; no need of professional assistance.

Notice: The front panel may reduce the heat output of the radiator by up to 7 %.

SET (accessories) for installation of the front panel:
- detachable front panel PLAN/LINE
- set of top and bottom fixation clips
- set of magnets

Example of order code: PLAN: Z-DCP-HHHLLL-10K
LINE: Z-DCL-HHHLLL-10K

The manufacturer reserves the right to make technical changes without notice.
You can have a truly unique and original radiator by using your own print on it.

The front panel is a design complement for panel radiators RADIK. You can order the detachable front panel with print independently from the radiator and you can choose your own design of it. Use the program on our website to choose from many available motifs or you can use your own motif (photograph, picture, etc.).

With a detachable front panel you can very easily and quickly change the design of your radiator and make it an original and unique complement of your interior. You can change the front panel several times, it is easy to fix on the existing radiator with a special set of magnets, top and bottom fixation clips. Mounting of the front panel is very easy, there is no need of professional assistance.

Notes: Example of order code: Z-DCP-HHLLL-10K. The set contains the respective number of fixation clips and magnets necessary for the mounting of the front panel on the radiator.

The manufacturer reserves the right to make technical changes without notice.